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As you may know by now, when it comes to Internet Marketing, my passion has
always been in SEO and content creation. More specifically, I've always been
interested in coming up with new ways to create high quality content without
spending too much time doing it and then, producing tools that replicate the
methods.

The products and services that I have created in order to accomplish this have
become some of the most popular and well-known products and services in the
Internet Marketing industry simply because they work!

But what are these tools and services? I've created the
following tools and services to tailor to the needs of all
Internet Marketers with various budgets and
requirements!

TheBestSpinner or (TBS) is the
most powerful and most
popular article spinner in the world! Quickly and easily generate hundreds, even
thousands of unique versions of your articles to use as website content or for
various forms of content marketing.

iNeedArticles is for you if you're looking for 100% unique,
hand-written content on any topic and you don't have a
large budget! This is a quality content writing service where I employ a large team
of professional writers, who can write on just about any topic and produce quality
content at VERY affordable prices!
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ArticleBuilder or (AB) is a very valuable source for mostly unique
content, in over 100 niches. This is a great option for the person
who just doesn't have time to deal with writing or spinning
content. Signup, login, select the niche and click a button. It's that
easy!

InstantArticleWizard or (IAW) is another very popular tool that
allows you to pull content from a variety of sources in order to
create a "seed" article in topics that you have little to no knowledge
in. You can then take that content and spin it into variations or
rewrite it into your own words.

ContentFerret or (CF) is an article writer's best friend. It allows you
to insert a keyword, then it goes out and pulls from a massive
database of quality articles from article directories and presents
snippets that you can then use to build your own article without any writing
needed on your part. You can then spin that compilation or use it as a base for
your writing.

Many of these tools and services are considered to be no-brainers for any serious
Internet Marketer to have, simply because they work!

So think about which one(s) fit your needs best and click the link above to start
utilizing it/them to fill your content needs.

I truly hope that the PDF's that I've been sending you have helped you in some
way and will prove to result in money in your pocket, either in the near future or
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sometime down the road. I will continue to send you quality content and offers in
the future and I appreciate your support!

Here's to Your Success!

Jonathan Leger
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